
CHALLENGE, INNOVATION, KNOWLEDGE



The importance of the economic life, as the main driving force that sustains society’s evo-

lution, had inspired Pavel, Margarit and Associates towards comprehensive study of legal 

fields,that governs the business environment through a practice marked by challenging 

projects in concept and complexity.

An experience that is defined by long lasting and profitable collaborations stands as a cote of 

arms following the trust and loyalty with which Pavel, Margarit and Associates team has been 

honored with by a clientele of prestigious players in the economic environment in emergent 

and solid markets in Romania and Europe.

The continuous concern for development had led us towards a specialization in corporate 

and commercial law, competition law,  administrative and taxation law, financial and banking 

law and especially in insolvency, reorganization and bankruptcy.

Dynamic phenomena tending towards novelty, such as real estate development or relations 

generated and protected by the intellectual property legislation stands as references of an up 

and going evolution of business environment that led Pavel, Margarit and Associates’ lawyers 

towards a specialization in these fields.

Mr. Radu Catalin Pavel’s team of attorneys coordinated is recommended through the efficien-

cy, dedication, and professionalism that characterize services of councelling, assistance and 

representation before highest degree courts and Arbitration. 

Our deep consideration for equity as a first value that guarantees the existence of human 

society lies as a foundation for the conception of legal services and reasonable fees and, in 

the same time, it stands for a clients’ treatment based on the same degree of devotion and 

involvement.

ABOUT US



PROFESSIONALISM – We dedicate our 

quality services to the experience we 

enjoy towards the strategic approach and 

settlement of any legal issue that our clients 

encounter, by protecting their interests.

INVOLVEMENT – We approach each case 

and each client, with the same dedication 

presenting our devotion and diligence, as a 

sign of gratitude for the trust we are honored 

with.

OBJECTIVITY – We approach  each case 

with expedience and objectivism, focusing on 

its settlement in a reasonable period.

EQUITY – We cherish this principle from 

which law itself rises, placing it as a major 

reference in the conception and planning of 

consultancy and especially in the settlement 

of legal fees.

EMPATHY – Beyond the impartial feature 

of justice, we spiritually resonate with  the 

prejudices encountered by our clients, 

protecting their rights and interests and 

acting in order to improve the situation they 

are facing

ETHICS – We submit our professional activity 

with respect for law, morals and humanity, as  

main values society is governed by.

CONFIDENTIALITY – With a deep respect 

for this principle that governs our profession, 

we place discretion for our clients’ actions, 

the material and spiritual values that they 

honor as a major reference of our activity.

OUR VALUES PRACTICE AREAS



We approach each project in the field that is 
submitted to complex relations between legal entities 
in the construction area with meticulosity, as they 
feature safety, reliability, efficiency, aesthetics and 
profitability aspects. We dedicate consultancy services 
of document drafting, negotiation, authorization and 
litigation solutions.
We offer integrated services in:

 � Construction defects litigation
 � Real estate and title insurance litigation
 � Lender liability litigation
 � Property damage claims
 �  Construction claims regarding delay and 
disruption, inefficiency, defective design, extra 
work and loss of business

 �  Representing various parties to major 
construction projects

 �  Drafting and negotiating construction contracts 
between owners, contractors, subcontractors, 
architects and engineers, financing agreements 
between lenders and borrowers and leasing 
agreements between landlords and tenants

 �  Advising insurance companies on construction-
related coverage issues 

 � Contract defaults and termination

 �  Advising real estate developers on land use 
requirements and compliance

 � Contract drafting and negotiation 
 �  Construction management and project 
administration 

 � Construction defect litigation 
 � Litigation and arbitration claims
 �  Drafting undertaking contracts, FIDIC contracts, 
lease construction equipment

 �  Legal assistance in day by day operations 
regarding construction works 

 �  Advising developers, contractors, 
subcontractors in day by day operations 

 �  Keeping clients up to date with the latest 
legislation modifications 

 �  Legal opinions regarding the effects of 
warranties against eviction cases 

 �  Due diligence reports regarding different 
construction phases, selling or acquisition of 
property

 �  Assisting contractors in negotiation of different 
policies required 

 �  Drafting sale-purchase agreements and pre 
agreements on acquiring property 

REAL ESTATE & 
CONSTRUCTION

We respect in the spirit of influencing profitability 
the peculiarity of each company features given by 
its structure, principles, activity and approached 
markets. Our consultancy is focused on assistance 
in negotiation, alternative agreements, dispute 
resolutions and the conception of complex strategies 
applicable to the relations between business 
partners.
We offer integrated services in: 

 � Corporate Conflicts
 � Shareholder disputes
 � Partnership Disputes
 � CEO’s and Administrators Liability
 � Commercial Contracts Litigation 
 � Structured Mediation
 � Facilitated negotiations
 �  Confidential agreements  
pre and post disputes 

 � Breach of contracts
 � Changes in shareholdings
 � Share buybacks 
 � Cancellation of Board Decision 
 � Corporate Formation Documents
 �  Limited Liability Company  
operating agreements

 �  Partnership/Shareholder  
Agreements

 �  Reviewing agreements  
of all types including distribution,  
manufacturing and licensing across  
multiples industries

 �  Reviewing, negotiating and closing  
commercial loan transactions

 � Assisting clients in business plan formations
 � Negotiating investor right agreements

CORPORATE & 
COMMERCIAL

LITIGATION Considering the real meaning of civil matters over 
each aspect that characterizes the existence of an in-
dividual and legal entity, together with its protection 
and implications over society’s material and spiritual 
values, we dedicate our knowledge, initially through 
the alternative dispute resolutions and afterwards by 
defending our clients’ moral and pecuniary interests 
by representing them before the court. Our efforts 
are reflected in the investigation of the matter’s 
details and legal context, documentation, collabora-
tion with experts in sustaining probation and proof 
of prejudice. Our competition in the litigation field 
with a vast application is completed by assistance 
activities and representation before law courts of the 
highest degree and before internal and international 
arbitration. 

We offer integrated services in:
� Civil and Commercial Litigation
� Debt Recovery
� Contractual Disputes
� Alternative disputes resolutions
� Administrative and tax disputes
� Civil claims 
� Administrative and tax disputes
� Legal Opinions in complex issues
� Assisting in negotiations, mediation
� Property Claims
� Inheritance law

 � Judicial Proceedings
 � Arbitration
 � Recognition of foreign decisions
 � Professional Liability Litigation

ENERGY One of the newest and prestigious areas that encom-
pass a range of issues that needs to be solved by law 
professionals is the growing area of “green law”. We are 
proud ourselves to be a part of the “green law” specialists 
who can help clients offering legal advice in conserving 
the environment by advising them on green initiatives, 
sustainability strategies and alternative energy sources.
We offer integrated services in:

 �  Legal consultancy and assistance in investment 
projects in the energy area;
 �  Drafting due diligence reports concerning energy 
investment projects 

 �  Verifying and performing formalities requested by the 
authorities when it comes to obtaining authorizations, 
endorsements and licenses in the energy sector 
 �  Verifying documents according to Romanian Regu-
latory Authority for Energy - ANRE 
 �  Legal opinions on interpretation of international 
regulations issued by the European Union institu-
tions applicable in the energy sector

 �  Legal opinions on the application of the legal provisions 

regulating the specific activities in the energy area
 �  Legal consultancy in development of photovoltaic 
power plant projects, obtaining green certificates, 
transactions between involved parties, energy 
capacities development projects that use renewable 
sources of energy, etc.

 �  Legal assistance to construction projects of photovol-
taic power plant or modernization of an existing one
 �  Negotiation and mediation partnership agreements 
on energy issues 
 �  Drafting, negotiating of diversified contracts in the 
energy field
 �  Legal assistance in electricity generation, 
transmission, supply and distribution process of 
independent power plant 
 �  Reviewing financing documentation including pro-
ject finance of electricity generation power plant
 �  Assisting our clients in various matters related to 
energy industry such as establishing legal environ-
ment, procuring of necessary equipment obtaining 
permits, operating energy projects.

We are pleased to contribute to the assurance of legal 
frame in which the lucrative activity of our clients 
is undertaken. Our involvement is reflected by the 
assumption of inspired decisions by the representatives 
of legal entities who ask for our legal advice and by the 
maintenance of a consonant working environment 
inside the employers’ nucleon. Last but not least, we 
offer assistance and support in litigations by employees 
whose rights have been infringed.
We offer integrated services in: 

 � Employment dispute resolution
 � Advising in employment law issues
 � Employment agreements
 � Formulate internal policies and procedures

 � Unfair labor practices
 �  Consultation concerning employee privacy and 
employee discipline

 �  Enforcement of employment contracts 
including non-competition and confidentiality 
agreements

 �  Assisting with workplace harassment 
investigations 

 �  Assisting with investigations of employee 
misconduct 

 �  Providing advice regarding reductions of 
employee and release agreements

 �  Mediating conflicts between employers and 
employees 

LABOUR &  
EMPLOYMENT



ASOCIATIONS & 
FOUNDATIONS 

Saluting the companies’ efforts towards develop-
ment we conceived in the benefit given by a plaiting 
of legal and strategic know how in consultancy 
services for sustaining foundation, incorporation pro-
cedures, consultancy based on deep comprehension 
of relations that drive the business environment and 
the responsibility that goes to every part involved. 

We offer integrated services in:
 � drafting memorandums of association 
 � representing in the incorporation procedures 
 �  Legal assistance and advice on the association 
activities 

 �  Legal advice on any issues concerning the  
operation and organization of trade associations.

BANKING &  
FINANCE 

FISCAL &  
ADMINISTRATIVE 

We sustain our clients’ development by protecting 
their investments through consultancy and 
assistance in the efforts of obtaining loans, leasing 
agreements and commercial and acquisition 
financing.
We offer integrated services in:  

 � Commercial Lending
 �  Reviewing letters of credit based, credit 
contracts, loan modifications

 � Assisting in commercial leasing process

 �  Negotiating leasing contracts, land development 
approvals and other entitlements

 � Advising on structuring deals
 �  Representing borrowers and lenders in complex 
commercial finance matters

 �  Representing lenders and borrowers in the 
financing of the acquisition, development and 
construction of resort projects

 �  Assisting borrowers and lenders on defaulted 
loans and sale of loans

Combining a competence completed by practice 
and collaborating with investment funds, financial 
consultants, accounting managers and other special-
ists in the field, we support our clients’ relations, 
such as individuals, companies, entrepreneurs, large 
corporations and their shareholders, tax-exempt 
organizations, partnerships and multi-generational 
families with fiscal authorities in matters regarding 
taxes, official documents and double taxation. 
We offer integrated services in:

 �  Drafting legal opinions on the applicability of 
fiscal legislation in VAT matters, income tax, 
capital levy 

 �  Drafting memorandums addressed to public 
authorities regarding modification, cancella-
tion of different documents emitted by  public 
authorities 

 �  Contesting in the court of law precepts emitted 
by fiscal authorities 

 � Legal opinions on double tax treaty (DTT)  

JUDICIAL  
ENFORCEMENTS 

INTELLECTUAL 
PROPERTY

The legal practice obtained thanks to the trust 
with which we have been honored by important 
companies of various fields strengthens the team’s 
competence in matters of immobile and mobile 
judicial enforcements, starting with document 
drafting, representing clients or participating 
alongside executors in such causes and in their 
question.

We offer integrated services in:
 �  Representing our clients in the entire judicial 
enforcement procedure 

 �  Participating with the executor in the judicial 
enforcement of movable and immovable 
property

 � Legal assistance in validation of garnishment 
 � Drafting judicial documents

In a context in which creativity is emphasized  
as a remarkable force of the economic and  
social environment influencing values,  
mentalities and aspirations in our society,  
 we direct our knowledge and competence in 
order to maintain the status of registered marks 
and of art works in all possible forms. Beyond our 
experience that is marked by lasting collaborations 
with reputable companies for protecting their vision, 
we are involved in the intact maintenance of identity 
brand expressions, struggling against counterfeiting 
and undignified initiatives, proper to disloyal 
competition.

We offer integrated services in:
 �  Intellectual property due diligence  
and counseling

 � Trademark infringement 
 � Copyright infringement
 � Unfair competition
 � Product disparagement claims
 �  Trademark and copyright procurement 
including filing applications for registration

 �  Drafting documents required by OSIM / ORDA 
procedure

 � Voluntary conveyance trademark contracts 

The economic, financial and social implications of 
restructuring, insolvency, reorganization and bankruptcy 
procedures impose the coordination of legal efforts by 
specialists in the field, recommended by their competence 
for the stabilization of the firm’s situation. Beyond 
respecting the complexity imposed by such procedures, 
our efforts are directed towards protecting the financial 
rights and interests of companies facing insolvency, loan 
operations and consulting creditors in debt recovery.
We offer integrated services in:  

 �  Advising clients seeking to restructure, foreclose, 
liquidate, sell and buy loans
 �  Representing and advising clients during the 
observation, reorganization and bankruptcy 
procedures
 �  Conferring with our clients in alternatives to 
litigation of non performing credit facilities and 
structured finance transactions
 �  Negotiating and documenting complex loan 
modifications, extensions, restructurings, 
discounting pay – offs and sales of participation 
interests
 � Due – diligence regarding the loans documents 

 � Advising creditors seeking to enforce their rights in 
bankruptcy proceedings 

 �  Drafting and reviewing transaction documents and 
pleadings in the bankruptcy proceedings such as: 
court orders, approving the sale
 � Assisting the bidder at an action sale
 �  Helping creditors file and recover their claims in 
the bankruptcy proceedings 
 �  Monitoring the progress of the bankruptcy 
proceedings 
 �  Drafting and reviewing plans  
of reorganization
 � Filing proofs of claim for diversified creditors
 �  Guiding our clients through the bankruptcy 
planning 
 �  Providing assistance in selling our clients business 
or assets in the bankruptcy procedure
 �  Negotiating loan modification agreements with 
creditors and implementing out of court workouts
 � Resolving avoidance claims through mediation
 �  Defending former directors and administrators of 
companies in bankruptcy against allegations of 
negligence or fraud

RESTRUCTURING, 
INSOLVENCY,  

REORGANIZATION 
& BANCRUPTCY

Considering an essential importance for competi-
tion maintaining a healthy economic environment, 
we promote through a strategic conception of our 
clients’ legal activity a behavior that is submitted to 
the law and principles of ethics. In the same time, we 
channel our knowledge and devotion to protect the 
interests of our clients who face prejudices through 
ignoble initiatives in competition matters.
We offer integrated services in: 

 � Application of competition rules in practice
 � Unfair competition 
 �  Adopting defensive strategies under the empire 
of competition law

 � Business strategies on competition issues
 �  Contesting in the court of law the competition 
authorities decisions 

 �  Actively participating in the Competition Council 
investigation process

 �  Advising in compliance with the competition 
law provisions

 � Competition litigation advice
 � Abuse of dominant position
 �  Advising against illegal company practices promoted 
by commercial policies of leading corporations 

 �  Advising clients exposed to actions prohibited 
by Competition Law 

COMPETITION



We would like to thank you for your appreciation and to invite you to get to know us in order 

to identify together the most efficient solutions adapted to daily legal consultancy and to 

solving causes that affect your interests.

Contact details:

ARA Business Center

6C Parintele Galeriu Street, 1st Floor

2nd District, Bucharest, Romania

Phone: +40 213 111 616

Fax: +40 213 111 919

Email: office@avocatpavel.ro 

Web: www.avocatpavel.ro

CONTACT
MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER

„Justice isn’t resumed only to protecting truth and equity, but especially 
creating the frame in which excellence - in all fields that ensures society’s evolu-
tion - can be reached.       Understanding the legal field can insure an esteemed 
practice that can bring benefits to clients through maintained efforts. 

We dedicated ourselves to fields that sustain business environment for its 
vital importance, as an engine of the contemporary society. 

We look with a sincere appreciation towards the path and perspectives of 
each client, whom we perceive as a genuine partner, focusing our knowledge 
and vision to complete his initiatives and to dedicate a legal frame to material-
izing each founded project. 

Regardless of each one’s professional path, this represents the only stake 
which we should dedicate our vision and efforts, as our only mission is making 
good in all of its found forms“. 

Drd. Radu – Cătălin Pavel 
Managing Partner at Pavel, Margarit and Associates




